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List of Acronyms
• Block Random Access Memory (BRAM)
• Combinatorial Logic (CL)
• Digital Clock Manager (DCM)
• Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
• Edge-triggered Flip-Flop (DFF)
• Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
• Linear Energy Transfer (LET)
• Single Event Effects (SEEs)
• Single Event Functional Interrupt (SEFI)
• Single Event Transient (SET)
• Single Event Upset (SEU)
• Single Event Upset cross section (σSEU)
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SEU Cross-Sections (σSEU ) = #upsets/particle/cm2
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FPGA Structure Categorization as 
defined by NASA Goddard REAG:
Design σSEU Configuration σSEU Functional logic 
σSEU
SEFI σSEU
Sequential and 
Combinatorial 
logic (CL) in 
data path
Global Routes 
and Hidden 
Logic
We study σSEUs for each of the FPGA categories. 
Design test structures will depend on the category 
of investigation.
REAG = Radiation Effects and Analysis Group is part of NASA/GSFC Code 561
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Xilinx V5QV Heavy-Ion SEU Test 
and Analysis Summary
Test Structure Frequency 
Range
Additional Fault 
Tolerance
Configuration Static No
Shift registers 2 kHz – 300 MHz Yes
Counters 2 kHz – 150 MHz Yes
Global routes 2 kHz – 150 MHz Yes
MicroBlazeTM 50 MHz Yes
Digital Signal
Processors (DSP 
blocks)
2 kHz – 300 MHz No
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SET filters were added to DFF blocks.  They are connected 
to the data input and clock input.  Filter utilization is 
optional.  Effectiveness of SET filters is also investigated.
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Scope of Virtex-5QV SEU Information 
Provided in This Presentation
• Configuration
• Global routes (clocks, resets)
• DFF-SEUs 
• DCM utilization
• SET Filters
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CM
DFF
Global Route (tree)
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Configuration Investigation
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SEUs and SRAM-Based FPGAs
• Commercial Virtex FPGA devices: σSEUs are 
dominated by configuration upsets.  Very rare 
to see other upsets during SEU testing.
• V5QV (hardened configuration): σSEUs from all 
components are relevant.
• Although hardened, configuration testing is 
essential in the V5QV.
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Static Configuration SEU Tests
• Load the 
configuration into the 
DUT.
• Irradiate the DUT.
• Readback
configuration and 
count configuration 
bit errors after 
irradiation.
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Dynamic Configuration SEU Tests
• Load the configuration into the DUT and begin 
operation.
• Irradiate until DUT is non-functional.
• Recognize and differentiate configuration faults from 
other SEUs (e.g., DFF or global routes) within test data 
sets:
– Error signatures: configuration SEUs cause stuck faults until 
scrubbed and reset (or resynchronized).  Faults will last for an 
amount of time on the order of the time it takes to scrub the 
entire memory.
– Post processing: software is written to search through each test 
run and detect configuration-bit SEU induced functional errors.
• We perform dynamic configuration SEU tests to study 
the percentage of configuration bit hits that affect a 
running design.  Later to be compared to static 
configuration test data.
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Commercial versus Hardened 
Configuration Memory in the Virtex-5
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Commercial V5 versus V5QV BRAM
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Configuration SEFIs
Portions of the configuration get zero’d out
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Test Structures and
Heavy Ion SEU Results:
No DCM
Scrubber always turned on
Lowest LET Tested = 1.8 MeV·cm2/mg
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Test Structure Frequency 
Range
Additional
Fault 
Tolerance
Counters 50 MHz No
Global routes 50 MHz No
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Counter Test Structures
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In order to study global structures, various clocking schemes are 
connected to all of the counters (and snap shot array) via a clock tree: 
Input Clock (no DCM) versus DCM.
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Differentiating SEUs:
Upset types for SEU Analysis
• Global Upsets : σSEUs for a sequence of upsets that last 
greater than a snap shot cycle …> 100’s μs:
– Upsets are from the clock or reset and stem from the top of the 
global routing tree.
– Could be clock, DCM, or buffer located high in the global 
routing tree.
– Error signature is sporadic and does not resemble a stuck fault 
as with a configuration bit SEU induced error.
• Burst: σSEUs for a sequence of upsets that occur within 
a snap shot cycle (<100’s μs):
– Upsets are from low in the global routing tree.
• Single Bit: σSEUs for DFF (bit) flips in a counter.
• Snap Shot: σSEUs for DFF (bit) flips in the snap shot 
array.
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Comparison of Various Component 
σSEUs with SET Filter Off
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Upsets start to converge at higher LETs.  However, DFF upsets 
are dominant.  
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Comparison of Various Component 
σSEUs with SET Filter On
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Upsets start to converge at higher LETs. DFF upsets are less 
dominant than with the SET Filter Off.  
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Counter σSEUs: SET Filter Off versus 
SET Filter On
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SET Filter On only makes a difference at low LET values.
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Counter σSEUs: SET Filter Off versus SET 
Filter On: Zooming in on Low LET Values
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SET Filter On decreases σSEUs approximately 1.5 decades.  SET 
Filter On also increases on-set LET.
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σSEUs in Counter versus
Snap Shot Register
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Counters have a higher cross section than Snap Shot.  
Counters are active every cycle; Snap Shot is only active 
every 4 cycles.  Counters have more complex circuitry than 
Snap Shot.
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Comparing Global σSEUs SET Filter Off 
versus SET Filter On
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SET Filter On increases the on-set LET for Global σSEUs .
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Global versus Burst σSEUs
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Bursts are prevalent at Low LETs with SET Filter On or 
Off.  However, Bursts slightly decrease at Low LET values 
with the SET Filter On.
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Test Structures and
Heavy Ion SEU Results:
With DCM
Scrubber always turned on
Lowest LET Tested = 5.7 MeV·cm2/mg
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Test Structure Frequency 
Range
Additional
Fault 
Tolerance
Counters 50 MHz No
Global routes 50 MHz No
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Functional Logic Radiation Test 
Structures: Digital Clock Manager (DCM)
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Counter 
Structures
We are testing DCM susceptibility by connecting the 
block to a design with a state space that has feedback.
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σSEUs for DCM Utilization versus No DCM 
Utilization with SET Filter On
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Conclusions
• Counter-array test structures were used to analyze: 
DFF, SET Filter, global route, and DCM SEU 
susceptibility.
• SEU data illustrate the following:
– Utilization of SET filters provides approximately a decade of 
improvement of DFF SEU susceptibility when not using DCMs.
– Utilization of SET filters increases LET onset for global routes; 
however, they do not do much to mitigate bursts.
– Usage of DCMs significantly increases SEU susceptibility and 
may make SET filter utilization impractical.
• Differentiating σSEUs is used to investigate SEU 
dominance and can be applied to determining 
component usage.
• Additional data and how they correlate to the σSEUs
illustrated in this presentation will be provided in the 
NEPP Electronics Technology Workshop in June 2014.
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